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Love spins in two directions. From a heart-shaped package located slightly to the left in
the chest, patterns swirl, they contain words and trauma, ecstasy and the mysteries of
the universe. Clockwise and anticlockwise; object choice, self help, forbidden fruits,
orgasmic pleasures. The lover drifts and temporarily leaves the body like a shell. Shells
are attractive spirals. Place a pebble in the shell. The lover drifts but is still present.
Someone is pretending not to notice, and love returns. It’s pain to not be noticed and
pain binds us to love. Poison departs from the goblet in the form of a snake coiling
down the shaft.
The paintings are airbrushed, almost photographic. They depict naked bodies as well
as posing, negotiation and quantification. They show what is outside, but also
something about the inside, the darkness of the bellybutton, I long to enter into you.
The colours are distorted.
Love threatens to consume us, to reproduce us. Shoals of fish mixing like water and
milk. A double helix is unzipped and unwound. Your fractals start to merge. Use words
to separate. Even I love you separates. The word is a lord that will move your body for
you. Only if you know you belong to the larger order of the word will you manage to
remain individual. Love makes you porous, permeable, you need to resist.
The lord has made the human look stupid. The word-lord says: we must be slaves and
masters, though in our heart of hearts, our emerald box, we know it’s not true. The
gestures and regulations are there because it is too real to handle. The thing that
doesn’t separate, that threatens to dissolve.
We started out as tubes between mouths and anuses. Perhaps one tube entered
another. The friction produced vibrations sparking bilateral symmetric growth. Arms,
legs, fingers, lips. Now there are several holes in the body. Things come in and out.
Tube-like parts of the body can enter and things like words and seeds can be excreted.
It’s neither good or bad but feels like both.
The painter has made the man look asymmetric. We are most symmetric on the outside.
In the embryo the first thing that becomes asymmetric is the heart. Two bodies next to
each other make a more symmetrical arrangement. If being symmetrical meant being
complete the most perfect couple would be narcissus and his mirror image. Symmetry
is useful for making sense, asymmetry is useful for dissolving.
- Olga Pedan

